Acetaminophen Self-administered in the Drinking Water Increases the Pain Threshold of Rats (*Rattus norvegicus*)
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Previous studies have suggested that the addition of flavored acetaminophen suspension (for example, Children’s Tylenol) in the drinking water of rats may not be effective in producing postoperative analgesia because of low levels of consumption. However, these investigations neither measured analgesia nor compared the consumption by rats that had undergone surgery with that by unmanipulated rats. The present study reports that although unmanipulated rats naive to the taste of acetaminophen do indeed drink significantly less of this liquid than tap water, they drank sufficient amounts of the acetaminophen-containing solution to significantly raise pain thresholds, as measured by the hot-plate test. Moreover, rats that had undergone surgery drank significantly more acetaminophen solution than did those that had no surgery. These data suggest that oral self-administration of flavored acetaminophen by rats may be an appropriate means to reduce pain.

**Abbreviations:** ACET, acetaminophen; ANOVA, analysis of variance; HP, hot-plate test

---

Placing an analgesic drug in the drinking water of rats has been proposed as an appropriate way to provide analgesia after surgery or other pain-inducing procedures.\(^1,6\) Allowing animals to self-administer an analgesic by drinking has distinct advantages. It reduces the stress on animals, because they do not need to be handled or restrained during an analgesic injection. It also reduces the need for staff to attend to the animal overnight or at frequent intervals during the day. Further, there is no disruption of the diurnal rhythm of animals receiving treatment or of those in the same room.\(^6,21\)

In particular, over-the-counter analgesics (for example, acetaminophen) have received particular attention because they are readily available, effective in producing analgesia in rats, and exhibit low toxicity (relative to opiates).\(^1\) However, these drugs may not be as effective as opiates in providing postsurgical analgesia;\(^22\) therefore delivery of an appropriate dose becomes particularly important.

If oral analgesics are to be effective, they must be consumed in sufficient quantity to produce relief from pain. This issue was raised by Speth and colleagues,\(^21\) who reported that rats exhibited neophobia (‘fear of the new’) for the novel taste of a cherry-flavored children’s acetaminophen solution and suggested that self-administration of this analgesic is a counterproductive means of providing pain relief. However, those investigations did not measure the pain responsivity of rats or assess animals that were drinking analgesics postsurgically.

In the present study, we first measured the relative consumption of tap water versus water containing cherry-flavored acetaminophen. We then compared the pain threshold of naive rats drinking acetaminophen–water with that of untreated rats. Finally, we retrospectively compared the acetaminophen–water consumption of unmanipulated rats with that of a group of surgically manipulated rats.

Our study confirmed that rats show initial neophobia to acetaminophen–water and do not drink as much acetaminophen solution as they do tap water (a liquid very familiar to the animals). However, we found that rats that had undergone surgery drink more acetaminophen solution than do unmanipulated animals. Further, if the acetaminophen solution is the only liquid available, unmanipulated rats consume enough to produce an analgesic response.

**Materials and Methods**

**Subjects.** We used 15 female and 15 male Harlan-derived Sprague-Dawley rats (Hsd:Sprague-Dawley SD) from the Baldwin–Wallace College breeding colony in the analgesia study (Table 1); these animals weighed 535.0 ± 27.0 g (mean ± standard error). An additional 105 male and female Sprague-Dawley rats were evaluated as part of a retrospective historical analysis of postsurgical use of acetaminophen in drinking water; these rats weighed slightly less (488.01 ± 6.01 g) than the animals used in the analgesia study.

When received, the animals for the colony were negative on measures of serology, polymerase chain reaction analysis, bacteriology, parasitology, and exhibited no significant lesions.\(^8\) No animals from other sources were introduced in the colony. However, no routine sentinel monitoring was performed on the colony’s animals.

Animals were individually housed in large (44.45 cm long × 21.59 cm wide × 20.32 cm high) wire-topped plastic cages with corncob bedding (Bed o’ cobs, The Andersons Industrial Products, Maumee, OH). The animals were maintained on a 12:12-h light:dark cycle (lights on, 0600; lights off, 1800) in a temperature-controlled room (23 to 26 °C). Rats had constant access to rat chow (no. 5001, PMI Nutrition International, Brentwood, MO) for the entire study. In place of ad libitum tap water, some rats were given acetaminophen–water (see next page).

Animals were cared for according to the recommendations in the *Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals*,\(^16\) the Animal Welfare Act, and subsequent amendments. The procedures described here were approved by the Baldwin–Wallace College
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test was given access to acetaminophen–water for 23 h. During the same period, H₂O-HP and H₂O-No HP animals were given access to tap water in lieu of acetaminophen–water. At 0730, bottles were removed, and the weights were recorded.

Testing of day-1 analgesia. At approximately 0740, animals were taken individually from the vivarium to the experiment room. To facilitate observation of baseline behaviors, each animal was then placed on an unheated (22.1 ± 0.08 °C) plate. This step familiarized the animals with the equipment being used and allowed recording of each rat’s natural behavior in this environment. The animals were observed for 20 s, and any instances of paw licking (the dependent variable) were noted. Each animal was then removed from the plate by the base of its tail, replaced into its home cage, and moved back into its original location in the vivarium. All animals tested on the unheated plate failed to lick their paws for the maximum 20 s allowed.

Once this baseline evaluation was completed (by approximately 0820), animals from the 2 control groups (ACET-HP and ACET-No HP) were tested individually on the unheated platform by use of the same procedure. After testing of these 2 control groups, ACET-HP and H₂O-HP animals were removed individually from the vivarium in their home cages and placed on a table in the experiment room. Each animal was then removed from its cage and placed on the now-heated (55 ± 0.5 °C) hot plate for a maximum of 20 s. This duration was chosen because it was sufficient for the researchers to observe a paw-lick reaction (the dependent variable), which was the first indicator of pain sensation in other studies. In addition, the 20-s exposure time has been reported to be insufficient to cause any persistent pain or tissue injury in the rat. Note, however, that we observed slight redness or swelling of the foot tissues 1 h after the day-1 hot-plate test in fewer than 1/3 of the animals in both the acetyaminophen–water and tap water groups. Because (a) this redness disappeared before the next test day, (b) an equal number of rats in both experimental and control groups exhibited this response, and (c) these rats did not display aberrant behavioral responses on day-2 testing, we did not exclude them from the data analysis.

One of the authors (GAM), blind to the experimental treatment of the rats, observed each animal for an early indication of pain sensation, that is, the paw-lick reaction. This reaction

| Experimental groups involved in day-2 analgesia testing. The 4 groups described in the preceding paragraph were combined into 2 groups for the second day of analgesia testing. Rats received the same liquid to consume as they did before day 1 testing, but all animals were tested on the hot plate (Table 1). Procedures. Baseline water consumption. Baseline water consumption values were obtained for all animals for 3 consecutive days. Animals were given 24-h access to tap water. The amount consumed (measured to 0.1 g) was determined by weighing the bottles before and after the 24-h period. This practice enabled researchers to quantify the amount of liquid the animals regularly consumed each day while allowing the animals to acclimate to the plastic water bottles that were used throughout the experiment. Testing of day-1 liquid consumption. The day after this period of acclimation, the experiment began with a day of acetaminophen–water or tap water consumption. By means of the previously described procedures, ACET-HP and ACET-No HP animals were given access to acetaminophen water for 23 h. During the same period, H₂O-HP and H₂O-No HP animals were given access to tap water in lieu of acetaminophen–water. At 0730, bottles were removed, and the weights were recorded. Testing of day-1 analgesia. At approximately 0740, animals were taken individually from the vivarium to the experiment room. To facilitate observation of baseline behaviors, each animal first was placed on an unheated (22.1 ± 0.08 °C) plate. This step familiarized the animals with the equipment being used and allowed recording of each rat’s natural behavior in this environment. The animals were observed for 20 s, and any instances of paw licking (the dependent variable) were noted. Each animal was then removed from the plate by the base of its tail, replaced into its home cage, and moved back into its original location in the vivarium. All animals tested on the unheated plate failed to lick their paws for the maximum 20 s allowed. Once this baseline evaluation was completed (by approximately 0820), animals from the 2 control groups (ACET-HP and ACET-No HP) were tested individually on the unheated platform by use of the same procedure. After testing of these 2 control groups, ACET-HP and H₂O-HP animals were removed individually from the vivarium in their home cages and placed on a table in the experiment room. Each animal was then removed from its cage and placed on the now-heated (55 ± 0.5 °C) hot plate for a maximum of 20 s. This duration was chosen because it was sufficient for the researchers to observe a paw-lick reaction (the dependent variable), which was the first indicator of pain sensation in other studies. In addition, the 20-s exposure time has been reported to be insufficient to cause any persistent pain or tissue injury in the rat. Note, however, that we observed slight redness or swelling of the foot tissues 1 h after the day-1 hot-plate test in fewer than 1/3 of the animals in both the acetyaminophen–water and tap water groups. Because (a) this redness disappeared before the next test day, (b) an equal number of rats in both experimental and control groups exhibited this response, and (c) these rats did not display aberrant behavioral responses on day-2 testing, we did not exclude them from the data analysis.
consists of the rat licking or placing one of its hindpaws in its oral cavity. At the first sign of this behavior, the rat was removed from the plate. Those animals that did not exhibit such behaviors within 20 s were removed from the plate at that time. Each animal was placed back in its individual home cage and moved back into its original location in the vivarium.

Testing of day-2 liquid consumption. After completion of the first testing period, animals were given 21-h access to the same liquid they had had a day before. At 0730 the next day, bottles were removed from the cages, and the amount of liquid consumed was recorded.

Testing of day-2 analgesia. There was a change in the analgesia testing procedure for the second day of behavioral testing. Starting at approximately 0810, we tested all rats on the heated hot plate after an initial (baseline) observation of the animals on the unheated plate. Therefore, for some animals (ACET-HP and H2O-HP groups), this analgesia test was the second time they had experienced time on a hot surface, but it was the first time for the ACET-No HP and H2O-No HP groups. This 2-d procedure was adopted to permit testing of analgesia in rats that may have overcome some of their initial neophobia and therefore would likely drink more of the acetaminophen water than they had on day 1. After testing, all animals were given free access to tap water.

Retrospective data analysis. To place the data from the analgesia study in a clinical context, we analyzed the postsurgical history of rats from our laboratory for which acetaminophen was used as part of a postsurgical analgesic regimen. We analyzed the liquid consumption of 105 male and female rats during the 24-h immediately after surgery; a subset of these animals (n = 78) were followed for 3 d after surgery. Acetaminophen–water was mixed as described and made available to rats in their home cages immediately after surgery. Drinking patterns were analyzed after 2 different surgical procedures: (a) fetal injection and (b) stereotaxic brain surgery.

Pregnant dams undergoing the fetal injection procedure were anesthetized with isoflurane, and a small skin incision was made on their backs before they received a transient spinal block (via injection between the first and second lumbar vertebrae of 0.1 ml of a solution containing 2% lidocaine and 0.001% epinephrine). This procedure was effective in producing: (a) a complete abdominal and hindlimb paralysis; (b) approximately 45 min of spinal anesthesia; and (c) complete recovery after anesthesia.25 The uterine horns were exposed through a midline laparotomy, and each fetus received oral injection (10 μl) of saccharin-flavored water (0.3% saccharin) or tap water and an IP injection (3 μl) of lithium chloride (81 mg/kg) or physiological saline before the uterus was replaced and the abdominal incisions were sutured and stapled.24 Local anesthetic (0.5 mg/ml bupivacaine, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL) was infused into the abdominal incision and the incision on the back (from the spinal block). The dam then was placed into a warm cage environment until she regained movement of her legs, after which she was returned to her home cage and given access to acetaminophen–water.

Animals undergoing the stereotaxic procedure were deeply anesthetized with intraperitoneal sodium pentobarbital (60 mg/kg). According to standard procedures for stereotaxic surgery,22 a midline incision was made on the scalp and 2 or more holes were drilled in the skull. After placement of an electrode, the scalp was sutured, and local anesthetic (0.5 ml of 2.5 mg/ml bupivacaine, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL) was infused into the incision. The animal was placed back in its home cage and given access to acetaminophen–water.

The amount of acetaminophen consumed over three, 24-h periods after surgery was recorded for animals from each surgical group. By all measures reported here, the animals undergoing the 2 different surgical procedures were statistically indistinguishable, therefore the animals were combined into a single surgery group.

Statistical analyses. Sex-based differences. We used both male and females rats in this study. To determine whether there were sex-based differences in acetaminophen drinking, water drinking, or latencies in the hot-plate test, we used Mann–Whitney U tests (appropriate for our small numbers of subjects).20 These analyses revealed no differences between sexes in any of these measures during either day 1 or day 2 of behavioral testing. Therefore sex was not considered as a factor in the subsequently described analyses.

Analgesia study—consumption data. We used repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA; drug treatment [acetaminophen–water or tap water] × test condition [hot plate or unheated plate] × test day (repeated factor; day 1 or day 2)) and subsequent Sjøtvoll–Stoline post-hoc tests10 (α = 0.05) to compare the amount of acetaminophen–water or tap water consumed by rats on day 1 in order to determine whether the animals exhibited neophobia for acetaminophen.

Moreover, we were able to determine whether previous experience with acetaminophen on day 1 reduced neophobia and increased consumption of the drug on day 2. Comparison of the dose of acetaminophen (mg acetaminophen/kg body weight) self-administered across the 2 d of the study allowed us to determine the extent to which being on a heated plate versus an unheated plate on day 1 altered consumption of acetaminophen during the subsequent hours (repeated-measures ANOVA; test condition [hot plate or unheated plate] × test day [repeated factor; day 1 or day 2]).

Analgesia study—hot-plate test data. To establish the effectiveness of our hot-plate testing, we used a preliminary t test to compare the paw-lick latencies of rats standing on heated versus unheated plate conditions on day 1 of the study (H2O-HP versus H2O-No HP).

Rats received different exposures to the hot plate on day 1 and day 2; thus not all animals could be included in a simple repeated-measures ANOVA. However, we analyzed the paw-lick latencies of the subset of rats exposed to the same hot-plate conditions on days 1 and 2 by using repeated-measures ANOVA (drug treatment [acetaminophen–water or tap water] × test day [repeated factor; day 1 or day 2]) and subsequent Sjøtvoll–Stoline post-hoc tests10 (α = 0.05).

Finally, we compared the paw-lick latencies from day 2 of rats that had a history of being tested on the hot plate on day 1 with those that had been on the unheated plate on day 1 (ANOVA; drug treatment [acetaminophen–water or tap water] × test condition [hot plate or unheated plate]). This comparison revealed that exposure to the hot plate on day 1 did not influence paw-lick latencies (nonsignificant effect of test condition). Therefore, we combined all the rats into their respective drug-treatment groups (acetaminophen–water or tap water) and used a t test to compare the effects of the analgesic treatment on paw-lick latencies on day 2.

Relationship between consumption of acetaminophen–water and pain responsivity. We calculated the correlation between the dose of acetaminophen consumed (mg/kg) and the latency (s) to lick a paw for each of the 2 test days.

Postoperative consumption of acetaminophen–water: retrospective data analysis. We calculated the mean volume of acetaminophen–water consumed during the 24 h after a surgical
procedure and, using t tests, compared these drinking levels with those recorded from rats that had not undergone a surgical procedure. We also used a repeated-measures ANOVA to compare the volume of acetaminophen–water consumed during 3 d postsurgery.

All analyses were conducted by use of SPSS software (Chicago, IL).

Results

Analgesia study. During the 3 d of baseline water consumption before the start of the study, rats drank 40.74 ± 1.14 ml (mean ± standard error) daily; this value was roughly comparable to the volume of tap water consumed by rats on day 1 of the study (38.58 ± 1.83 ml; Figure 1). Rats with access to only the acetaminophen–water mixture drank significantly less than did their tap-water-drinking counterparts on both days 1 and 2 before analgesia testing (drug treatment effect: F[1,26] = 51.46, P < 0.001). However, from day 1 to day 2 there was a significant increase in acetaminophen–water consumption whereas that of tap water declined (drug treatment × test day interaction: F[1,26] = 13.39, P = 0.001), indicating a reduction in the neophobic effect noted on the first day of the study. The body weights of the rats in the various treatment groups were similar (535.71 ± 28.43 g). Therefore, the dose (mg/kg) of acetaminophen consumed exhibited the same trends as described earlier, with the self-administered acetaminophen dose increasing significantly from day 1 to day 2 (Figure 2: F[1,12] = 6.01, P = 0.03). This increase on day 2 evidenced itself independent of the animal’s experience with the hot plate (or unheated plate) on day 1.

We first established that the hot plate test is an effective way to discern heat sensitivity. Rats that are placed on a 55 °C heated plate exhibited significantly shorter latencies to lick their paw than did rats placed on the unheated plate (t[13] = 15.0, P < 0.001).

Rats that consumed acetaminophen before hot-plate testing on day 1 exhibited significantly longer latencies to lick their paws than did control rats that consumed water (Figure 3). Repeated-measures ANOVA and post-hoc tests revealed a significant drug treatment × test day interaction (F[1,13] = 79.18, P = 0.02). The rats that drank acetaminophen–water before the test took significantly longer to sense and respond to the heat than did the tap-water-drinking control rats on the first test day.

A comparison of the latency to paw lick on day 1 versus day 2 revealed that, on day 2 of analgesia testing, the increased consumption of acetaminophen was accompanied by a corresponding significant (P < 0.05) increase in time spent on the hot plate (17.59 ± 0.91 s). However, the paw-lick latencies of the acetaminophen-drinking rats and water-drinking rats did not differ significantly on day 2, because tap-water-drinking rats also increased their time on the hot plate. Still, there was significant correlation between the dose of acetaminophen consumed and paw-lick latencies recorded on day 2 of behavioral testing (r[14] = 0.611, P = 0.020).

The day after surgery, the rats that had had surgery drank significantly more acetaminophen–water than did the no-surgery controls that were part of the analgesia study (ACET-HP and ACET-No HP; t[118] = 1.78, P = 0.039, 1-tail test; Figure 4). This consumption did not change significantly during the 3 d after surgery. The weights of the rats in our historical surgical analysis were not significantly different from those in our analgesia study that did not undergo surgical treatment.

Discussion

Consistent with findings reported by Speth and colleagues21 and Bauer and colleagues,1 our data suggest that rats exhibit a neophobic response upon their first exposure to cherry-flavored acetaminophen–water. These rats drank significantly less of the flavored acetaminophen solution when compared with the tap-water drinking of weight-matched controls. However, we also report that the amount of acetaminophen that is consumed is sufficient to produce an analgesic response in an initial hot-plate test. Moreover, we found that, after surgery, other rats exhibited significantly higher acetaminophen consumption as compared with that of unmanipulated rats. Together these findings suggest that the administration of acetaminophen in the drinking water of rats can be an effective means of raising the pain threshold...
Despite the fact that the volume of the acetaminophen solution consumed may be less than that of tap water.

The dose of acetaminophen that our rats consumed over a day was approximately 200 to 250 mg/kg. This dose, when delivered via intraperitoneal injection, has been shown to be insufficient to produce a significant change in pain sensitivity.\(^{18}\) But it should be noted that the pharmacokinetics and some of the behavioral measurement parameters of that previous study were very different from the ones we used. Bianchi and Panerai\(^2\) reported that, when received orally, a much lower dose of acetaminophen (25 mg/kg, PO) reduced centrally mediated hyperalgesia (as measured by a tail-flick test). Somewhat higher doses (50 and 100 mg/kg orally) also reduced peripheral analgesia (measured by paw-withdrawal) and enhanced nociceptive thresholds to a mechanical stimulus in an uninflamed paw. It should be noted that Bianchi and Panerai\(^2\) performed oral gavage (in contrast to our animals’ self-administration over a longer time period), and therefore our data are not directly comparable. Oral ingestion may well produce different analgesic outcomes and durations than do more direct routes of drug administration.

Our data indicate that self-administration of acetaminophen via the drinking water can produce a measurable analgesia as measured with the hot-plate test. However, our data do not reveal the extent to which this analgesia is complete or sufficient to be clinically important. Other investigators have treated rats with several doses of morphine (intraperitoneally) and then tested them on a hot plate heated to temperatures that fell within 0.5 °C above\(^{13}\) and below\(^{26}\) the range we used. Untreated control animals placed on a hot plate exhibited paw-llick latencies comparable to ours (approximately 7 s).\(^{13}\) Our rats drinking acetaminophen–water stayed on the hot plate for 12.29 ± 4.34 s, which is comparable to the latencies produced by 7.5 to 10.0 mg/kg of morphine intraperitoneally. A dose of 12.5 mg/kg morphine produced a latency to paw lick of approximately 20 s,\(^{13}\) that is, the maximum latency allowed by our procedures. Therefore, we can say that rats drinking acetaminophen–water obtain moderate, but incomplete, analgesia comparable to that of low doses of morphine used in other studies.

We observed different paw-lick responsivity on test days 1 and 2. As noted earlier, on day 1 rats drinking acetaminophen–water exhibited significantly longer paw-lick latencies than did tap-water-drinking rats. However, on day 2, this difference disappeared. The paw-lick latencies were very high (16.94 ± 1.00 s) for all of our subjects on day 2, and any drug effect may have been obscured by a ceiling effect. Note that, by the time of the second behavioral test, all animals had been in the apparatus 3 times. Rats were placed in the apparatus twice as we established baseline paw-licking rates on the unheated platform and another time for the day 1 test itself (during which half the animals were on the heated plate, whereas the other half were on the unheated platform). Perhaps the general familiarity that the animals had with the apparatus reduced their responsivity during this second analgesia test. However, despite this general increase in paw-lick latency, we did note a significant positive correlation between acetaminophen dose and pain responsivity on day 2.

We chose to limit the observation time on the hot plate to 20 s, because this exposure time has been reported to be safe for animals and insufficient to cause any persistent pain or tissue injury in the rat.\(^{5,9}\) However, this limitation may have inhibited our ability to detect group differences during day 2 of the analgesia test when latencies to paw lick became longer. In fewer than 1/3 of our rats, we observed a slight redness or swelling of the foot tissues an hour after the day 1 hot-plate test. This redness disappeared before the next test day, and these rats did not display aberrant behavioral responses on the hot plate. Still, for future studies, we do not recommend extending this observation period beyond 20 s for fear of producing a protracted change in the foot pads.

We did not measure responsivity to painful stimuli in rats after surgery. However, the analysis of the acetaminophen consumption of rats during a postsurgical period has relevance to our rats tested for pain sensitivity. Both groups of rats weighed about the same. But after surgery, rats drank more than the animals that had not undergone surgical manipulation. This difference is especially interesting because the natural prediction would be that after surgery and treatment with a local analgesic, rats would be less inclined to self-administer a novel-tasting acetaminophen solution. That is to say, we would expect that the pain alleviation produced by the other analgesics and the neophobia evoked by the novel taste would reduce the volume...
of acetaminophen solution consumed. The opposite seems to be the case.

Because we did not measure pain sensitivity in postsurgical rats by using hot-plate tests, we cannot directly know the extent to which the self-administration of acetaminophen attenuates pain postsurgically. However, the combined facts that rats after surgery drink more acetaminophen solution than do unmanipulated rats and that surgically unmanipulated rats self-administer enough acetaminophen–water to produce a moderate analgesic response on the hot-plate test suggest that acetaminophen consumption after surgery may be sufficient to produce moderate analgesia in these animals as well.

Our data do not allow us to determine why rats drink more acetaminophen–water after a surgical procedure. Although blood loss is minimal in our surgical procedures, it may be that after surgery, our animals are drinking to combat some level of dehydration rather than because the acetaminophen–water produces analgesia. Still, the volumes of acetaminophen solution our surgery subjects drink surpass those consumed by surgically unmanipulated rats. Perhaps incidentally, our surgery subjects derive some analgesic benefit from this drinking behavior, although we did not directly confirm this theory in the current study.

Our data are, in some ways, similar to those reported by Persinger, who showed that rats with acute injuries increased their consumption of acetaminophen–water relative to that when injuries were not present. Further, the amount of acetaminophen consumed was positively correlated with the severity of the injury. Persinger suggests that the consumption of acetaminophen is a behavior that results in the removal of an aversive stimulus (negative reinforcer) and, as such, this behavior will be repeated. Our data are consistent with this perspective but do not exclude a role for dehydration or other postsurgical factors in producing the results we report here.

It should be noted that our analgesia testing was performed in the morning within 3 to 4 h of the end of the rat’s dark cycle (lights on at 0600) and within 2 h of the removal of the water bottles. Rats do most of their eating and drinking during the dark period, and acetaminophen in plasma reaches a peak in 30 to 60 min. The drug’s half-life in plasma is about 2 h. The fact that we measured a reliable analgesia so long after the time when the animals consumed the acetaminophen suggests that considerable amounts of drinking occurred in the early morning hours. Analgesia measures taken closer to, or during, the dark phase of the cycle may produce different results.

The study of pain is especially challenging because of the wide diversity of painful stimuli, with their differing characters, time courses, and intensities. Evaluation of acute peripheral pain such as that described here may produce different results than the measurement of visceral or incisural pain which have longer time courses and different subjective characteristics and neural centers of control. However, Millecam and colleagues reported that oral acetaminophen is also effective in reducing cutaneous alloydynia in monoarthritic rats treated over a 7-d period, findings that suggest that this drug may be used to address more than acute pain such as that administered in the present study. The paw-licking response after placement on a hot plate is considered to be an integrated reaction to pain involving supraspinal control, and acetaminophen apparently works on brain to produce its analgesic effects. Other analgesia tests do not engage supraspinal neurons. Therefore the data presented here should be interpreted in the limited context of the specific behavioral testing paradigm we used.

Here we demonstrate an increase in pain threshold despite the neophobia that reduced drinking of a cherry-flavored acetaminophen solution. Presumably, the analgesic reaction could have been heightened further if rats drank more of the acetaminophen water. For this reason, others have suggested starting rats on an acetaminophen-containing solution several days before surgery in order to familiarize them with the taste and reduce the neophobic response. Consistent with the findings of Bauer and colleagues, our data from surgically unmanipulated animals indicate that drinking of acetaminophen–water increases significantly from the first to the second day of consumption. The time spent on the hot plate also increased on this second day. Therefore, if repeated administration of acetaminophen does not interfere with the experimental manipulation at hand, pre-exposure to the novel taste may improve the efficacy of this treatment. It is unknown the extent to which this approach might produce adverse effects (for example, hepatotoxicity and nephrotoxicity).

Using methods of oral self-administration of analgesic agents after surgery has several advantages over drug injections. There is less stress associated with handling and constraint, no disruption of diurnal rhythms, and less disturbance of other animals in the vivarium. But these advantages are diminished if the rats do not drink enough of the analgesic to produce pain relief. Our findings indicate that unmanipulated rats drink sufficient amounts of flavored acetaminophen solution to produce an increase in pain threshold. Moreover, our historical data from rats that had recently undergone surgical procedures show that these animals drank significantly more acetaminophen water than did the unmanipulated animals. These data lead us to conclude that the oral, self-administration of flavored acetaminophen solution after surgery may be helpful in reducing moderate pain.
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